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Hello, thank you for
applying!
Since 2007, Theorem’s focus has been on delivering world-class digital
product development services. We are a team of strategy, design and
development experts united by our passion for building
human-centered software.


Our people are our key to success. That's why from day one we've been
very serious about "who" and "how" we hire.


We hope this presentation gives you a better understanding of our
hiring process and clarifies your next steps.

Will Jessup

Founder & Head of Services

Our approach to hiring
Our hiring process is a product itself - something that we are

We want to be as streamlined and time-efficient as possible. In total, we

continuously looking to improve. We know that a company’s success is

are asking for two working days of your time (which might spread over a

dependent on its ability to make the right hiring choices, so we’ve put a

1-2 week period).



great deal of effort into creating a unique hiring process that is custom
crafted for our needs. Here are a few things that go into our unique

We look for cultural fit. We are a distributed team and have an extreme

process:



ownership culture. This works for some people, but not everyone. There
are places in the company where there is no structure - by design - so

You’re interviewed by team members, not HR. After the initial screener

that senior people can apply the structure that works best for them. 



to ensure you’re a human, you’ll interact with only senior consultants
who live the job for which you’re applying. 



We want you to succeed, so please do not hesitate to send any
questions you may have to careers@theorem.co

We focus on assessing your skills in ways that mirror the type of work
that we do day-to-day. We don’t ask brain teasers or riddles, and we
don’t want to test your ability to search for the answers online. Instead,
we focus on your actual and demonstrable design and management
skills. In our first interview, we jump right into seeing how you handle
various situations and what questions you ask when confronted with
practical scenarios.

Sample hiring process timeline*

*Actual timelines may vary.
Monday

tuesday

Nice to e-meet you!




Thursday

Recruiter intro call


1 hour



We want to make sure that you are a
real human and speak plain English.

tuesday

Project Team Interview

1 hour



Meet your potential project team and
talk about how you might work
together. Sometimes we might as you
to meet more than one team to find a
perfect march.

wednesday

friday

Design Manager
interview


15 minutes



We review your resume and online
portfolio. Once we see the match, we
schedule the intro call.

Monday

wednesday

You meet with one of our Design
Managers to discuss your design
background. Please be ready to
demonstrate your recent work and
feel free to ask any questions about
the company.
Thursday

Offer

Friday

Our Company

Mission-driven, people

focused
We work with large enterprise organizations and startups to solve
mission-critical business challenges and provide capabilities to
innovate beyond what others can deliver. 


At our core is our people - they are the lifeblood of our organization. As
such, we’ve developed our culture into one where great people thrive.
This is a culture of high performance, extreme ownership and a focus on
results, not rituals.


We are very excited to share details of our unique company and culture
with you.

Mission & Vision
Mission

To dismantle the traditional consulting ecosystem and replace it with an
effective framework for innovation that transforms the way businesses
think about and solve problems from the inside out.



Vision

Transform the way the world innovates through development,
memorialization, and evangelization of the Theorem Way.

More than 100

amazing people,

12 years in the business
Size never was our goal. We always thought that team quality is more
important than headcount. We see a ton of applications - hundreds a
month - and end up hiring only a select few.  



We embrace the distributed nature of our team and the culture it
creates because of its vast benefits: You can work from anywhere, and
we can tap into a global talent pool. We don’t have any focused centers
of talent, and we truly have people all over the globe that we’ve selected
based on their experience and merit.

We are creating a place
we want to work at years
from now
Theorem is a company built for longevity. That means we make
long-term decisions. We are patient, pragmatic and always focused on
building a company that we want to work at years from now.



We wanted to remove anything arbitrary from our culture. Each person
decides when and how they work and we measure those decisions
against that person's results. There are no TPS reports or the
requirement to sit at the office from 9-5 ‘just because.' We wanted a
place where we stamp out politics as much as possible and focus on
working as a team to deliver excellent results. The way we work is
governed by the people who work here, which means it changes as we
grow, learn, and evolve. To us, change and growth are exciting things and we are not afraid to leave behind an old way of doing things if we
find a better way.

We built up our
organization from a few
simple principles

•
 We are empowered to make decisions which shape the company

•

 We reason from the first principles, instead of doing things just
because that’s how they’ve been done before.

•

 We expect people to be self-managed, and teams to be
self-organized, self-improving and self-healing as much as possible

•
 Management is in support of you, not the other way around

•
 We want our people to grow and evolve the company

•

 We favor taking action. We will tackle large things in several smaller
and measurable steps today, not next week.

•

 We make decisions based on what is right for the company, not
ourselves

•

 Each person decides when and how they work and we measure
based on results

• We expect fantastic team members and hold team members to
those standards

Distributed team &
work environment
We don’t hire people in specific areas. Instead, we employ the best
people wherever they happen to be. We have team members in 12+
countries and five continents around the world. Project teams nearly
always have a mix of people from around the world.


Being distributed makes us conscious of our planning, expectation
setting and communication that drives us to higher levels of
performance.


Team retreat

Once a year the entire Theorem team gets together at an inspiring
location to meet, work and play. Check this out:


2019 - Switzerland

2018 - Italy

2017 - Belize

2016 - Costa Rica

We act as a partner, not
a vendor
Since our inception, we’ve worked with numerous "Fortune 1000"
companies. Each came to us seeking a partner to help build truly
exceptional products, services, and experiences. With every client
we commit to deliver. And we always deliver.
Client’s focus:

• Building the business

• Operating the product


Our focus:

• Building the product

• Product/project management

• Design

• Engineering

• Delivery

What we will do together:

• Define a mission

• Develop a strategy

• Do ongoing planning

Engineering DNA


What makes us unique is our ability to merge Strategy, Product &
Design with our ability to build big, complex things. We don’t need
to call in another team to help build something - we are that team.
This end-to-end ability is one of the things that sets us apart. 


As a % of services team staff, our team looks something like this:

• 70% engineering

• 15% design

• 15% product


We work in
cross-functional teams
we call “squads”


Projects are run by squads - a dedicated team comprised of
professionals with all of the required skills on hand to lead, design,
build and ship the project ensuring mission success. In a project
squad, all project decisions are owned by the team, who consults
with the client directly and pulls experience from the rest of
Citrusbyte. We don’t micromanage a squad’s implementation but
rather focus on measuring squad success via client & team
satisfaction and product & service delivery quality.


Squad decides:

Which tools to use, what process to follow, how to utilize
technologies.


Support team provides:

Resourcing, training, sales & extensions, account strategy &
planning.

Company profile.

We are 100% owned by ourselves and have no debt. We keep
more than 6 months operating capital in our bank as a runway at
all times. 



Theorem has steadily grown over the years. Because we are
committed to building a long-term company, we keep growth at a
measured pace to ensure high cohesion in the team, adoption of a
uniform culture, and ample time to train ourselves.

2015


2016


•

50 employees


•

70 employees


•

100% utilization



•

100% utilization



2017


2018


•

80 employees


•

•

90% utilization

• More than 90% utilization

20% projected growth


Meet some of our team


Christopher Clark


Director, Product Management


I spent many years as a home automation dealer, working to design
and implement the best technology and UX in the ultra-luxury
residential market. I then transitioned to a manufacturer, leading
the product development of IoT automation control systems
bringing devices into a cohesive, networked system. I am driven to
create the technology which allows people to truly live side by side
with technology, enhancing daily life. I was looking to make a career
change as I was not satisfied with my work output and my
opportunity to drive change, I chose to take control over my career.
•

 I needed to be amongst peers as engaged and excited about
technology as I am.

•
 I needed the freedom to try new things and make mistakes.

• I needed a challenge.
At Theorem, I have found the answer to these needs, and I am given
the privilege to make amazing things which will affect the way we
live.

Meet some of our team


Kristin Peterson


Product Managemer


In a previous life, I worked in Human Resources and Accounting,
which was interesting but became repetitive over time. As a
technology enthusiast, I decided to pivot my career towards
something that scratched that itch. After quite a few computer
science courses and a couple short stints at smaller technology
startups, I was introduced to Theorem where I've been for the past
6 years. Since I joined I've worked on projects that ranged from
small UX redesigns to large-scale enterprise B2C software, each
offering their own challenges and learning experiences. 


Due to the distributed nature of the company, it can be difficult
coordinating with a team that spans many different time-zones.
This does, however, encourage good habits when it comes to clear
communication and documentation.


My favorite aspect of working at Theorem is the people. Everyone
operates at the next-level and we are always pushing each other to
excel. Because of this attitude towards excellence, I feel as though
I've grown tremendously in my time here.

Benefits of working at
Theorem


•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extreme ownership culture

Professional training & sponsored online classes

Fitness program

Own your own schedule

Travel required as needed for your project

Flexible vacation schedule ~2-3 weeks a year

Annual retreat

Defined benefit plan for full time employees

Comprehensive health benefits: dental, vision, etc.

401k plan

Your Role.

Cross-functional
design unicorn


As a Product Designer, you'll be leading the end-to-end design
process of software products with minimal oversight. You will work
as a part of a cross-functional team that consults directly with
clients, bringing their vision to life.


We are looking for people who are:

• Good and want to get better

• Have an exceptional grasp of design best-practices.

• Have a diverse experiences

• Well-rounded, done it all from wireframes to prototypes

• Likable and like othe people

• Confident & comfortable giving and receiving real-time feedback

Consultative design
generalist


We expect our Product Designers to have a solid foundation in
design and be passionate about sharing their knowledge with their
teams and clients.


Designer

• User experience advocate

• Refined visual designer 

• Natural experimentator


Consultant

• Client guide who speaks their language

• Leader oriented on project success

• Sherpa who quickly becomes an expert in new domains

Things you’ll do day to
day
•




Set your own schedule for the day based on what you need to get
done



•




Collaborate with your team on defining and designing the most
effective solutions



•




Collaborate with your customers on setting clear goals and
milestones



•




Conduct product sessions with your team and customers (live
wireframing, sketching, demos)



•



Present product functionality to stakeholders



•

Coach and mentor other designers

What matters 

to us


•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grit

Technically oriented

Great team leadership

Get things done attitude

Excellent communicator

Broad areas of study

Dynamic and motivated

Extreme ownership

Self-starter

Consulting experience

Autodidact

Thank you!

